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Abstract This paper studies a standard dynamic trading environment with asymmetric information. A trading mechanism, called a dark market, is proposed that achieves allocative efficiency (i.e., maximizes the total surplus). The mechanism’s critical feature is that it conceals from traders the history of past trades. Under plausible conditions, the dark market is stable (i.e., impervious to non-conforming trades offered by an entrant market-maker). Keywords
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1 Introduction Dark markets are financial markets that do not immediately publicize executed trades; post-trade transparency in these markets is limited. For the week of August 6, 2012, dark markets accounted for more than half of FTSE All-Share index trading volume.1 Such markets are ubiquitous in practice and are of two kinds: those which use transaction prices from another market and those which determine transaction prices internally (Duffie 2011). This paper’s focus is on dark markets of the latter kind, which includes, for instance, over-the-counter government and corporate bond markets. 1 Foresight: The Future of Computer Trading in Financial Markets (2012, Footnote 26): “Regarding the FTSE All-Share index for the week beginning August 6, 2012: 47.9 % of trading volume occurred on lit venues […].”
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This paper studies a stylized model of a dark market that shares with the dark markets observed in practice their defining feature: the lack of post-trade transparency. The normative question is whether this feature can be exploited to attain (allocative) efficiency, defined as the maximal total surplus, which is the sum of all market participants’ payoffs. The paper constructs a dark market that is efficient in a canonical dynamic trading environment with asymmetric information. Even though the constructed market has no direct counterpart in practice, it shares some features with the dark markets used in practice, such as the concealment of past trades and the use of market orders. The environment, described in Sect. 2, is essentially a special case of the model of Glosten and Milgrom (1985), but for the trading mechanism. Time is continuous. Traders and a market-maker exchange cash for an asset that pays a stochastic amount v ∈ {0, 1} at a stochastic terminal date. The market-maker values the asset at v but does not know v. Each informed trader knows v and values the asset at v. Each uninformed trader does not know v and values the asset at v + u, where his privately observed valuation component u is either positive or negative and is independent across traders and of v. Traders’ arrivals are governed by independent Poisson processes. A trader can supply 1, 0, or −1 units of the asset before leaving the market. In the described environment, Glosten and Milgrom (1985) analyze a trading mechanism that has a positive bid-ask spread (the difference between buy and sell prices), which precludes efficient trades with some uninformed traders. The present paper proposes an alternative mechanism, called a dark market. This mechanism conceals past trades from newly arrived traders. The market-maker uses this concealed information to eliminate the bid-ask spread. In a dark market, immediately upon arrival or at a later date, a trader may submit a market order. A market order is a request to immediately buy or sell a unit of the asset at the prevailing price. The market-maker sets the prevailing price to be a publicly known function of a publicly unobservable history of past orders, sometimes called “order flow” by practitioners. From a trader’s point of view, the transaction price is stochastic. Informed and uninformed traders have different beliefs about the order flow and hence about the probability distribution of the price. The pricing function, or rule, is constructed to ensure that the expected transaction prices have no bid-ask spread and that the market-maker balances his budget in expectation. Section 3 develops a baseline version of a dark market. The market-maker lets each trader choose from a set of four market orders: a buy order and a sell order intended for an informed trader, and a buy order and a sell order intended for an uninformed trader. At equilibrium, by his choice of an order, a trader reveals whether he wants to buy or sell and whether he is informed or uninformed. The trader’s price does not depend on whether he reveals that he is informed or uninformed, but what the trader reveals affects the price that subsequent traders face. In particular, a trader’s price is high (respectively, low) if a past trader has submitted a buy (respectively, sell) order intended for an informed trader and is intermediate otherwise.2 The described pricing rule is the same for all orders. As a result, when v = 1, an informed trader expects a 2 If past traders have submitted both buy and sell orders intended for informed traders (which cannot occur on the equilibrium path), the price is intermediate.
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higher price than an uninformed trader does; when v = 0, an informed trader expects a lower price than an uninformed trader does. These expected prices are constructed so that each trader expects to transact at his expectation of v. Because each uninformed trader faces no bid-ask spread and optimally submits his order immediately upon arrival (as will be shown), all efficient trades are consummated. The market-maker balances his budget in expectation. Intuitively, in the dark market, by not revealing information about past orders and trades, the market-maker secures informational advantage over informed traders. In particular, unbeknown to an informed trader, the market-maker may learn v from past trades. If he learns v, the market-maker profits from trading with an informed trader, whereas the informed trader loses. If the market- maker does not learn v, he loses, whereas the informed trader profits. The prices are set so that the market-maker and the informed trader each expects zero profit. Section 4 shows that a market must be “dark” to be efficient. A fully transparent market publicly discloses the history of past orders and trades. In a fully transparent market, all traders, irrespective of their private information, have the same view of the probability distribution of a stochastic price associated with an order. Hence, the orders constructed to enable uninformed traders to buy and sell efficiently, at the price that equals the expected v, also appeal to informed traders, who know v. Hence, the market-maker will lose money on informed traders while breaking even on uninformed ones. In Sect. 5, the baseline version of the dark market is adjusted to give each trader strict incentives to submit an order intended for him. Strict incentives come at the cost of achieving efficiency only approximately. The market-maker still balances his budget exactly. The benchmark dark market’s prices associated with the orders intended for informed traders are adjusted to incorporate side bets on the past order flow. These bets reward informed traders, but would punish uninformed ones, who therefore do not choose them in equilibrium. To balance the budget while rewarding informed traders, the market-maker incorporates a positive bid-ask spread into the orders intended for uninformed traders and profits from them. This bid-ask spread is arbitrarily small if the informed traders’ reward is arbitrarily small. Section 6 concludes the analysis with the discussion of dark markets’ stability, defined as the inability of an entrant market-maker to lure traders away from the incumbent market-maker by offering a menu of alternative contracts. The baseline dark market is stable because there is no inefficiency that the entrant can arbitrage, and because the incumbent market-maker breaks even on each transaction, so the entrant cannot skim profitable traders. A stable dark market with bets on the order flow can be constructed if and only if each trader faces a cost, however, small, of defecting to the entrant market-maker. Without this cost, the entrant can attract some of the uninformed traders who are excluded by the incumbent’s bid-ask spread. The analysis of stability can be viewed as the first step toward a study of the endogenous emergence of market structures as outcomes of a mechanism-design game with multiple principals, or market-makers. Stability is a necessary condition for a market structure to be an equilibrium outcome.
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1.1 Related literature This paper contributes to the literature on market microstructure. For the analyzed environment, the standard trading mechanism is the posted-price mechanism of Glosten and Milgrom (1985), which assumes full transparency and hence is inefficient. Zhu (2013) studies a dark market in a static environment. His dark market takes prices from a parallel (“lit”) market. Because these prices do not adjust to balance demand and supply in the dark market, the dark market does not guarantee order execution. Informed traders, whose information is correlated, would tend to cluster on the “heavy” side of the dark market and be rationed. So informed traders stay out of the dark market. The present paper, too, uses the fact that informed traders tend to cluster on the same side of the market, but uses this fact to set transaction prices, not to ration. The general principle that providing information to a player may lead to inferior outcomes by increasing the number of contingent deviations available to that player goes back to the Revelation Principle. Thus, Myerson (1986) observes that in a multi-stage game with communication, the mechanism designer should not give any information to a player unless this information is a recommended action. In the dark market, a trader’s action is his decision regarding which order to submit. Hence, by the Revelation Principle, transparency cannot help—and can compromise—efficiency. The costs of transparency have been identified in various applications. In a dynamic principal-agent model, Holmström and Milgrom (1987) have identified the incentive costs associated with sharing with the agent information about his past performance. In a repeated game with imperfect monitoring, Abreu et al. (1991) have identified the incentive costs associated with players’ more frequent observations of each other’s actions. In a model of a centralized exchange, Leitner (2012) establishes the suboptimality of revealing traders’ past contracts to future counterparties. In a partnershipdissolution problem, Cramton et al. (1987) show that concealing information from a player creates so-called countervailing incentives, which diminish the player’s incentives to lie by concealing from him the “direction” of a profitable lie. In a model of a bank run, Kaplan (2006) illustrates the suboptimality of a bank’s disclosure of the information about its risky assets. In an auction model, Board (2009) identifies an allocation effect, which counteracts the linkage principle and may render information disclosure unprofitable for the seller. No general principle exists, however, that would determine whether transparency strictly (as opposed to weakly) decreases the value of the designer’s objective function. The answer depends on the application. The pricing rule in the proposed dark market is inspired by the surplus-extracting auctions of Myerson (1981, Section 7) and Crémer and McLean (1988). These auctions require that at the stage when participation decisions are made, bidders remain in the dark about others’ types. Detailed discussion of dark markets’ similarities with these surplus-extracting auctions is deferred to Sects. 3 and 5, which introduce dark markets.



2 Model The trading environment is a special case of the model of Glosten and Milgrom (1985). The trading mechanism differs.
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2.1 Asset structure Time is continuous and indexed by t ∈ [0, T ], where T is the first-arrival time of a Poisson counting process with an intensity r > 0. At time T , a unit of an asset pays a random amount v ∈ {0, 1} of money. The commonly known probability of v = 1 is γ ∈ (0, 1). 2.2 Players Traders arrive stochastically during the time interval (0, T ) and can trade the asset with a market-maker. Each trader is either informed or uninformed. A Poisson counting process with an intensity λ I > 0 governs the arrival of informed traders. An informed trader who arrives at time t values the asset at v and knows v. A Poisson counting process with an intensity λU > 0 governs the arrival of uninformed traders. An uninformed trader who arrives at time t values the asset at v + u t , does not know v and privately observes his private valuation u t , which has a positive probability density on R.3 All random variables and processes are mutually independent. A trader’s type is a triple θ in  ≡ {0, γ , 1} × R++ × R. This type comprises the trader’s belief about v (in {0, γ , 1}), time t of his arrival (in R++ ) and his private valuation u t (in R). The market-maker observes neither v nor any trader’s type. Each trader can buy a unit, sell a unit or refrain from trading the asset. The marketmaker faces no inventory cost and can sell or buy an arbitrary amount of the asset over the course of trading. Each newly arrived trader leaves the market as soon as he trades or at time T — whichever comes first. One can interpret time T as the time when all uncertainty about the asset vanishes, and hence, each informed trader’s informational advantage vanishes. At time T , the private valuation component of each uninformed trader also vanishes, consistent with the interpretation that this valuation stems from the asset’s insurance value. 2.3 Dark market The focus is on trading mechanisms called dark markets. In a dark market, each trader may confidentially submit to the market-maker a market order, which is a request to immediately buy or sell a unit of the asset at a transaction price that is generated according to some commonly known pricing rule. The menu of available market orders is denoted by M, with a typical element m. A history of all orders up to, but exclusive of, time t is denoted by h t ≡ {m s }s∈(0,t) , where m s is an order (if any) submitted at time s. The set of all time-t histories is denoted by H t . Only the market-maker observes the history, or the order flow (as it is sometimes called in practice). 3 An uninformed trader’s valuation component u  can be motivated by the demand for hedging idiosyncratic t risk, in which case, v + u t  is interpreted as a risk-neutral approximation of the certainty-equivalent payoff from holding a unit of the asset. Duffie et al. (2007, Section 2) derive such an approximation.
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Each market order m ∈ M indicates whether the trader wishes to buy or sell and specifies a stochastic pricing process { pt (m)}t>0 . This process is adapted to the history of past orders, meaning that the time-t pricing rule is of the form pt (m) : H t → R,  t where pt (m) h is the transaction price at which a unit of the asset is traded at time t after history h t . Because the trader who submits the order does not observe h t , he views his transaction price as a random variable whose probability distribution depends on his belief about v, which in turn determines his belief about h t. A trader’s strategy σ :  → {∅} ∪ (M × R+ ) associates each type θ ∈ Θ with an order m ∈ M that he submits with a delay τ ∈ R+ from the time of arrival until making that submission. If σ (θ ) = ∅, a type-θ trader submits no order. If σ (θ ) ∈ M × {0}, a type-θ trader submits his order immediately upon arrival. To summarize, in a dark market, at any time t ∈ (0, T ), the market-maker publicly announces and commits to a menu M of market orders. Immediately upon arrival or at any later date, each trader may confidentially submit to the market-maker a market order from M. The market-maker immediately executes each submitted order, without publicizing this order or the fact of its execution.4 2.4 Payoffs Each trader is a risk-neutral expected payoff maximizer and does not time-discount. The time-t payoff of a type-θ at time t  > 0 and submits an order  trader who arrives  t t m t ∈ M at time t ∈ t , T , after history h ∈ H , is5    xt (m t ) v + u t  − pt (m t ) h t , where xt (m t ) = 1 if m t is a buy order, and xt (m t ) = −1 if m t is a sell order. The trader’s time-t  expected payoff is the expected value of his time-t payoff (where the  expectation is over the set of histories H t and v) times e−r (t−t ) , the probability that t < T . In choosing his strategy, the trader aims to maximize his time-t  expected payoff. The market-maker’s time-t payoff from executing an order m t ∈ M at time t after history h t ∈ H t is     xt (m t ) pt (m t ) h t − v . His expected time-0 total payoff is       t E xt (m t ) pt (m t ) h − v ,



(1)



t
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where the sum is over all instances at which he executes an order, and the expectation is over T and the histories in H T .6 The market-maker breaks even if his expected time-0 total payoff is zero. 2.5 Efficiency The performance of a dark market is measured according to the (total) surplus, defined as the sum of traders’ and the market-maker’s expected payoffs. This surplus is measured at an equilibrium of the game induced by a trading mechanism and traders’ payoffs. The equilibrium concept is the perfect Bayes–Nash equilibrium. The market-maker’s trade with an informed trader does not contribute to the surplus, because they both value the asset the same, at v. The market-maker’s trade with an uninformed trader contributes to the surplus amount u t if the trader buys and amount −u t if the trader sells. Hence, the surplus can be written as E



  1{Ut buys} u t − 1{Ut sells} u t , t≤T



where 1{Ut buys} and 1{Ut sells} are the indicator functions corresponding to the events when an uninformed trader who arrives at time t, respectively, buys or sells. A trading mechanism is (first-best) efficient if it has an equilibrium at which the surplus is (first-best) maximal. The maximal surplus, denoted by V ∗ , is attained when each uninformed trader trades immediately upon arrival, buying if u t > 0 and selling otherwise: λU E [|u t |] . (2) V∗ ≡ r 3 An efficient dark market This section constructs a dark market whose equilibrium outcome is efficient. Myerson (1981, Section 7) has proposed the basic idea in the context of optimal-auction design when bidders’ types are correlated. Crémer and McLean (1988) have further developed this idea.7 The crucial insight is that even if a trader’s payment is independent of his own report and depends only on others’ reports, his expected payment nevertheless depends also on his own type, which is correlated with others’ types and hence reports. Using this insight, one can construct a pricing rule that depends on past traders’ orders so that each newly arrived trader believes his expected transaction price equals the expectation of v conditional on his type. With this pricing rule, the expected bid-ask spread is zero and so all efficient trades are consummated. In addition, the marketmaker’s expected profit is zero. 6 If multiple traders submit orders simultaneously, only one of these orders, chosen uniformly at random, reaches the market-maker. In all equilibria considered in this paper, the event that multiple orders are submitted simultaneously has probability zero both on the equilibrium path and after unilateral deviations. 7 The standard textbook treatments are Fudenberg and Tirole (1991, Section 7.6.1) and Milgrom (2004,



Section 5.2).
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The sought pricing rule solves a system of linear equalities that stipulate that each trader’s expected price equal his expectation of v. The solution is intuitive. The pricing rule sets the price to be high if an earlier trader’s order has revealed v = 1, low if an earlier trader’s order has revealed v = 0, and intermediate otherwise. Formally, let the set of market orders M = {bU , b I , sU , s I } comprise two buy orders, bU and b I , and two sell orders, sU and s I . The focus will be on an equilibrium in which traders sort, with each type immediately revealing his belief about v by choosing the order intended for him: Definition 1 A sorting equilibrium is an equilibrium in which (i) each trader submits an order immediately upon arrival, (ii) each informed trader submits b I if v = 1 and s I if v = 0, and (iii) each uninformed trader submits bU if u t > 0 and s U if u t ≤ 0. Each order m ∈ M has the same pricing process { pt (m)}t>0 = { pt }t>0 , where ¯ pt1 is the pricing rule at time t, for some scalars pt0 < p¯ < pt1 . pt : H t → pt0 , p, That is, the price pt that a trader faces is independent of the order m that he submits and depends only on the history h t of past orders. Let πt ≡ e−λ I t denote the probability with which no informed trader arrives before time t > 0. The pricing rule pt , which will ensure that, in equilibrium, each trader’s expected price will equal his expectation of v, is defined by   h t ∩ {b I , s I } = {s I } ⇒ pt h t = pt0 ≡ −



πt 2 (1 − πt )  t πt t 1 h ∩ {b I , s I } = {b I } ⇒ pt h = pt ≡ 1 + 2 (1 − πt )   1 h t ∩ {b I , s I } ∈ {∅, {b I , s I }} ⇒ pt h t = p¯ ≡ . 2



(3) (4) (5)



According to (3)–(5), if neither b I nor s I has been submitted in the past or if both have been submitted, the price is the intermediate p. ¯ If b I has been submitted but not s I , the price is the high pt1 and is higher earlier in the trading, when πt is high. Similarly, if s I has been submitted but not b I , the price is the low pt1 and is lower earlier in the trading. As a result, at a sorting equilibrium, a trader pays ptv (v ∈ {0, 1}) if past order flow has revealed v, and pays p¯ otherwise. An informed trader who knows v attaches a higher probability to paying ptv than an uninformed trader does and hence expects a price that is closer to v than the price that an uninformed trader expects. These differential expectations enable this section’s main result: Theorem 1 The dark market with orders M = {bU , b I , sU , s I } described above has a sorting equilibrium that is efficient, and the market-maker breaks even. Proof Suppose that, upon arrival at time t  > 0, a trader waits until time t ≥ t  to submit his order. For any order m ∈ M, the transaction price that an uninformed trader expects if all other traders follow the strategies in Definition 1 equals his expectation of v, which is 



 E [ pt (m)] = πt p¯ + (1 − πt ) γ pt1 + (1 − γ ) pt0 = γ ,
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where the expectation is over history h t , subsumed in pt (m). Because the trader values the asset at E [v + u t  ] = γ + u t  , he optimally submits bU if u t  > 0 and sU if u t  ≤ 0. Moreover, at the time of arrival, his expected payoff from this submission  is e−r (t−t ) |u t  |, which he maximizes by submitting his order immediately, at t = t  . Similarly, for any order m ∈ M, the transaction price that an informed trader expects equals his expectation of v, which is E [ pt (m) | v] = πt p¯ + (1 − πt ) ptv = v.



(7)



Hence, the informed trader optimally submits b I if v = 1 and s I if v = 0. Moreover, his expected payoff from this submission is zero, and so he optimally submits his order immediately. Thus, a sorting equilibrium exists. The asset’s allocation is efficient because each uninformed trader trades immediately, buying if u t > 0 and selling if u t ≤ 0, To see that the market-maker breaks even, decompose his payoff (1) into transactions with informed and uninformed traders and apply the Law of Iterated Expectations using (6) and (7). 



The existence of a sorting equilibrium in Theorem 1 follows from the fact that, for any order in M, each trader’s expected price is his expectation of v. Hence, each informed trader is indifferent among all orders and submits the one intended for him, whereas each uninformed trader is indifferent either among both buy orders or both sell orders and submits the one intended for him. Moreover, expected transaction prices are independent of time, and hence, each trader weakly prefers submitting his order immediately upon arrival, thereby avoiding the risk of delaying beyond time T. Efficiency obtains because each uninformed trader faces no bid-ask spread (the transaction price is the same whether he buys or sells) and because his expected transaction price equals his expectation of v. As a result, the sign of his private valuation determines the direction of trade, as efficiency dictates. The amount that each trader pays or receives for the asset is what he believes the asset is worth to the market-maker. The trader’s transaction price is the “externality” that he believes he imposes on the market-maker, as in a Vickrey mechanism. The market-maker breaks even because, ex ante, he is no better informed than any trader about v. So ex ante, the market-maker expects to break even on every transaction with respect to the trader’s information and hence also with respect to his own information, which is coarser. 4 The inefficiency of full transparency The dark market of Theorem 1 breaks down if past orders are disclosed. Because each trader faces the same pricing rule irrespective of his type, each trader will expect the same price if he sees all past orders. Traders will no longer have the incentives to self-select into orders that correspond to their types, thereby compromising efficiency or causing the market-maker to lose money, or both. The observation that telling more to a player makes his incentive constraints more stringent goes back to the Revelation Principle (Myerson 1982, 1986); revealing information multiplies the number
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of contingent deviations available to the player. Whether the more stringent incentive constraints compromise the sought objective (here, efficiency subject to balanced budget) depends on the model. Hence, an explicit argument will be provided for the trading model. Definition 2 A trading mechanism is fully transparent if all orders are submitted and executed publicly. Theorem 2 There does not exist a fully transparent trading mechanism that is efficient and in which the market-maker does not lose money in expectation. Proof The proof proceeds by showing that, in any efficient and fully transparent mechanism, the market-maker loses money in expectation. Let M be the set of orders that a trader can submit. An order is characterized by a stochastic function (X, P, D) : M × H → {1, 0, −1} × R × R+ , which maps a t time-t  m t ∈ M and a history h ∈ H of past orders and trades into  an amount   order t collects, a payment P mt , h t ∈ R X m t , h ∈ {1, 0, −1} of the asset that the arrival   that he makes if X m t , h t ≥ 0 or receives if X m t , h t < 0, and a delay D m t , h t ∈ R+ with which the trade is executed after the order has been submitted.8 The function (X, P, D) has been assumed to be independent of v conditional on h t and m t because the orders are executed by the market-maker, whose information about v at time t is summarized by h t and m t . Hence, the knowledge of v does not help an informed trader predict the realizations of the values of (X, P, D). That is, the market-maker and the time-t arrival, informed or uninformed, all share the same conditional probability distributions of the realizations of the values of (X, P, D). Therefore, using thefact that isrisk-neutral, one can assume without loss  each player  of generality that X m t , h t and P m t , h t are both deterministic. Efficiency requires that M contain at least  two orders, denoted  by b and s, such  that D b, h t = D s, h t = 0, X b, h t = 1, and X s, h t = −1 (all almost surely). These orders ensure that each uninformed arrival can buy or sell an asset with no efficiency-eroding delay. The associated payments must be structured so that an uninformed trader chooses b if u t > 0 and s if u t < 0. Formally, define γt ≡ E v | h t to express the requisite conditions on the payments:      u t > 0 ⇒ γt + u t − P b, h t ≥ max 0, P s, h t − γt − u t      u t < 0 ⇒ P s, h t − γt − u t ≥ max 0, γt + u t − P b, h t , for all u t ∈ R.         The above display implies P b, h t ≤ γt , P s, h t ≥ γt , and P b, h t + P s, h t = 2γt . 8 The proof does not appeal to the Revelation Principle, because this principle is inapplicable when attention is restricted to fully transparent mechanisms. This inapplicability follows from the work of Jehiel et al. (2007), who show that ex-post implementation is a stronger concept than posterior implementation. Repeating their static auction twice (without drawing new signals) while mandating that all communication be public illustrates that outcomes accessible in a “transparent” indirect mechanism (corresponding to posterior implementation) may be inaccessible in a “transparent” direct mechanism (corresponding to ex-post implementation).
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  receipts are maximal while preserving efficiency when The market-maker’s P b, h t = P s, h t = γt , which is henceforth assumed. Even then, the marketmaker breaks even on b and s only when trading with an uninformed trader. Because b and s are also available to any informed trader, an informed trader can guarantee himself a profit of |v − γt |. An informed trader’s profit is the market-maker’s loss. Because until after the first trade, γt = γ ∈ (0, 1), and the first trade can be with an informed trader, in which case the market-maker loses E |v − γ | > 0 in expectation, the market-maker’s expected loss in any efficient mechanism is positive. Thus, no budget-balanced efficient mechanism exists. 



The intuition for Theorem 2 is as follows. With full transparency, for any order, informed and uninformed traders are symmetrically informed about the determinants of the transaction price set by the market-maker. This price depends on the past order and trade history, which is publicly known, and on the realization of the market-maker’s randomization device (if any). Because the market-maker has no private information about v, his randomization device is independent of v (conditional on the public history). Hence, all traders are symmetrically informed about what the market-maker knows when he determines transaction prices. As a result, any order that leads an uninformed trader to expect that he will transact immediately at the price that equals the expectation of v conditional on the public history (such orders must exist for each efficient trade to be consummated) also enables an informed trader to transact at the same expected price. This price is a biased estimate of v from the perspective of the informed trader who arrives first. This informed trader can profit by exploiting the bias, leading the market-maker to suffer losses. Hence, efficiency is incompatible with the absence of losses for the market-maker.



5 An efficient dark market with betting on the order flow Theorem 1 assumes that, whenever a trader is indifferent among multiple orders or is indifferent as to when to submit an order, he immediately submits the order intended for him. In this section, Theorem 3 shows that, at the cost of achieving efficiency only approximately, one can modify the dark market of Theorem 1 so that each trader (almost surely) finds it uniquely optimal to immediately submit the order for   intended , bI , sU , s I him. In this modified dark market, the set of market orders M  = bU  and b , and two sell orders, s  and s  , as before, but comprises two buy orders, bU I U I now the pricing rules differ among these orders. The goal is to choose M  and an induced equilibrium in which traders have strict incentives to sort. Definition 3 A strict sorting equilibrium is an equilibrium in which (i) each trader who submits an order does so immediately upon arrival, (ii) each informed trader  if u > δ, submits bI if v = 1 and s I if v = 0, (iii) each uninformed trader submits bU t  sU if u t < −δ, for some δ > 0, and submits no order if u t ∈ [−δ, δ], and (iv) (almost) each trader’s order choice and the timing of its submission are uniquely optimal for him.
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 Let pt (m) t>0 denote the pricing process associated with an order m ∈ M  : 



pt (m) t>0 ≡ { pt }t>0 + {Bt (m)}t>0 ,



where { pt }t>0 is the pricing process described in (3)–(5), and {Bt (m)}t>0 is a side-bet process. The dark market’s connection to the surplus-extracting auctions of Myerson (1981, Section 7) and Crémer and McLean (1988) is now more intimate than in Sect. 3, which has no side bets. The side bets {Bt (m)}t>0 will be constructed so as to penalize a trader who chooses an order not intended for him while leaving indifferent or rewarding only slightly (to provide strict incentives) a trader who chooses an order intended for him. The high-level idea, borrowed from surplus-extracting auctions, is to stochastically punish informed traders who submit conflicting orders. That is, if a trader submits bI , thereby indicating that he believes v = 1, his side bet pays a negative amount if some other trader submitted s I (but not bI ) in the past, and pays a positive amount if some other trader submitted bI (but not s I ) in the past. Thus, an informed trader is (stochastically) punished if he submits an “informed” order, and this order differs from all past informed orders.9 Formally, the side bets are constructed so that at a strict sorting equilibrium, for some reward Δ > 0, punishment Δ > 0 and markup δ > 0, the following properties hold: (i) each informed trader expects to make Δ by choosing bI if v = 1 or choosing s I if v = 0, and would have made less by choosing any other order or no order at all;  if u > δ or choosing s  if u < −δ (ii) each uninformed trader prefers choosing bU U to choosing any other order or no order at all; and (iii) the market-maker breaks even, losing money on informed traders and profiting from uninformed ones. The listed properties will be used to calibrate Δ, Δ and δ in the following specification of side bets:   Δ Δ , Bt s I = − 1 − πt 1 − πt        Δ Δ h t ∩ bI , s I = s I ⇒ Bt s I = , Bt bI = 1 − πt 1 − πt          h t ∩ bI , s I ∈ / bI , sI



⇒ Bt bI = Bt s I = 0      ∀h t ⇒ Bt bU = δ, Bt sU = −δ,     h t ∩ bI , s I = bI ⇒ Bt bI = −



(8) (9) (10) (11)



where the side bets’ dependence on h t has been suppressed  for notational   parsimony. Definitions (8)–(10) suggest the interpretation of Bt bI and Bt s I as side bets on the order flow. A buyer who submits bI bets on the event that at least one past trader submits bI and no past trader submits s I . The reward Δ and punishment Δ in (8) and (9) are discounted by 1 − πt , the probability that no informed trader has arrived before time t, to ensure that expected rewards and punishments are independent of time. In 9 One difference from the (static) surplus-extracting auctions is that the first trader who submits an informed order cannot be punished, because the future order flow is unknown. This trader can nevertheless be motivated to choose the order intended for him because, due to stochastic arrivals, no trader is ever sure he is the first informed one.
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particular, (8)–(10) ensure that, in the strict sorting equilibrium, each informed trader expects the payoff of Δ.    and Definition (11) suggests the interpretation of the degenerate bets Bt bU    Bt sU as markups, necessary to finance informed traders’ winnings. A buyer who  refrains from betting on the order flow. Instead, he elects to pay a markup submits bU δ on his transaction price. If the punishment Δ sufficiently exceeds the reward Δ, an  and paying the markup δ to submitting b uninformed buyer prefers submitting bU I and betting on the order flow. In a strict sorting equilibrium, the market-maker breaks even if λU λI Δ= δ Pr {|u t | > δ} , r r



(12)



meaning that his expected loss from rewarding informed traders (the left-hand side) equals the expected receipts from the markups on the trades with uninformed traders (the right-hand side). The surplus at the strict sorting equilibrium is V∗ −



λU  E 1{|u t |≤δ} |u t | , r



(13)



which is the efficient surplus (2) less the loss due to the markup-induced exclusion of uninformed traders with private valuations in [−δ, δ]. The loss term in (13) is arbitrarily small—efficiency is approximated—if δ is arbitrarily small, which according to (12), occurs when Δ is arbitrarily small. This approximation can be accomplished while maintaining the appropriate incentives, as the following theorem shows:      Theorem 3 Consider a dark market with orders M  = bU , b I , sU , s I described above. There exist side-bet parameters Δ and Δ , and a markup δ such that the dark market has a strict sorting equilibrium in which efficiency is approximated and the market-maker breaks even. Remark 1 The theorem’s proof is straightforward to modify to conclude that there exists a strict sorting equilibrium in which efficiency is achieved exactly, whereas the market-maker breaks even only approximately. Proof Fix a δ > 0 for which the surplus in (13) approximates the efficient surplus V ∗ as closely as is desired. Choose a Δ > 0 to solve (12), so that the market-maker breaks even. Fix a sufficiently large Δ > 0 to satisfy  max γ Δ − (1 − γ ) Δ , (1 − γ ) Δ − γ Δ < −δ,



(14)



which is necessary to ensure that each trader finds it suboptimal to choose an order that has not been intended for him.10 10 For the modification in Remark 1, set δ = 0 (for efficiency), pick an arbitrarily small Δ > 0 (to reward informed traders while approximately balancing the budget) and set Δ > 0 [to satisfy (14)].
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Informed when v = 1



Informed when v = 0



Uninformed



bI



Δ



−Δ



u t  + γ Δ − (1 − γ ) Δ



−δ



−δ



−Δ



ut  − δ



Δ



(1 − γ ) Δ − γ Δ − u t 



−δ



−δ



−u t  − δ



 bU  sI  sU



Suppose that, upon arrival at time t  ∈ (0, T ), a trader intends to wait until time t ≥ t  to submit his order. Table 1 reports the trader’s expected payoff conditional on t < T , from which the unconditional time-t  expected payoff can be obtained by  multiplying by e−r (t −t ) . The entries in the table use the properties of { pt }t>0 derived in (6) and (7), and on the definition of {Bt }t>0 in (8)–(11). Consider an uninformed trader with u t  > 0. He prefers submitting no order to  to submitting s I , because (1 − γ ) Δ − γ Δ < 0 by (14); he prefers submitting bU  submitting bI , because γ Δ − (1 − γ ) Δ < −δ by (14); and he prefers submitting bU  uniquely to submitting sU , because u t  > 0. Thus, if u t  > δ, he finds submitting bU optimal. If u t  ∈ (0, δ), he finds submitting no order uniquely optimal. Consider an uninformed trader with u t  < 0. He prefers submitting no order to submitting bI , because γ Δ − (1 − γ ) Δ < 0 by (14); he prefers submitting sU to submitting s I , because (1 − γ ) Δ − γ Δ < −δ by (14); and he prefers submitting sU  , because u  < 0. Thus, if u  < −δ, he finds submitting s  uniquely to submitting bU t t U optimal. If u t  ∈ (−δ, 0), he finds submitting no order uniquely optimal. The arrival of an uninformed trader with u t  ∈ {−δ, 0, δ} has probability zero and hence is neglected. By inspection of an informed trader’s payoffs in Table 1, he uniquely prefers submitting bI when v = 1 and submitting s I when v = 0 to submitting any other order or no order at all. (Almost) each trader’s preference regarding whether to trade is strict. Because no time-t payoff depends on the time when an order is submitted (t), and because any delay (t > t  ) introduces the risk that the order is not executed (i.e., that t > T ), any trader who prefers submitting an order at some t to submitting no order also prefers 



setting t = t  to setting t > t  , as desired. In Theorem 3, efficiency is approximated because each uninformed trader faces the bid-ask spread—which equals 2δ (twice the markup)—that can be made arbitrarily small, and because his expected price centers around his expectation of v, so that the sign of his private valuation determines the direction of trade as long as this private valuation exceeds the markup in absolute value. Because the markups’ only purpose is to compensate the market-maker for rewarding informed traders for betting on the order flow, the markups can be set to be arbitrarily small if these rewards are set to be arbitrarily small.
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6 Stability The discussion so far has been normative. It has focused on the prescriptions for setting up an efficient trading mechanism. This section adds a positive perspective by justifying two features of the over-the-counter (OTC) markets observed in practice: OTC markets are dark, and OTC markets are stable in the sense of having survived entry from profit-seeking, professional market-makers, such as those who operate in centralized exchanges. The darkness of OTC markets can be rationalized by the dark market’s necessity for efficiency (Theorem 2). In particular, interpret the model’s traders as a coalition of the issuers of the asset traded in an OTC market. The issuers agree on a trading mechanism that maximizes the total surplus. This agreed-upon mechanism is the dark market of Theorem 1. The OTC’s stability will be rationalized by the dark market’s stability, which does not immediately follow from efficiency. The mere fact that every trader and the marketmaker cannot be made better off does not imply that an entrant market-maker will be unable to profit by proposing an alternative trading mechanism that would skim some traders, making these traders better off and the incumbent market-maker worse off. In particular, an entrant market-maker might hope to skim some of the uninformed traders. This skimming will be shown to be impossible in the dark market of Theorem 1. By contrast, in the dark market of Theorem 3, the uninformed traders excluded by the bid-ask spread can be skimmed, unless one assumes that these traders face a cost of accepting the entrant’s contract. Formally, the entry game is modeled by fixing the dark market and letting an entrant market-maker post a menu of contracts. An admissible contract in this menu is a promise to either sell or buy a unit of the asset at some price, possibly with a delay. The entrant observes neither v nor the incumbent marketmaker’s order flow, and so his contracts cannot condition on this information. Then traders arrive, with their respective Poisson intensities. Whenever a trader arrives, he chooses whether to trade with the incumbent market-maker in the dark market or to defect to the entrant market-maker. The trader defects if and only if his expected payoff from accepting one of the entrant’s contracts exceeds his expected payoff in the dark market by at least some fixed defection cost k ≥ 0. The entrant’s expected payoff is the expected sum of his profits from trading with the defecting traders. Definition 4 An equilibrium of a dark market is stable if no menu of contracts delivers a positive expected payoff to the entrant market-maker in the entry game. Theorem 4 The sorting equilibrium of the dark market of Theorem 1 is stable for any defection cost k ≥ 0. The strict sorting equilibrium of the dark market of Theorem 3 is not stable for k = 0. For any k > 0, however, a stable strict sorting equilibrium of the dark market of Theorem 3 exists. Proof The proof has three parts. Part 1 shows that the sorting equilibrium is stable for any k ≥ 0. Part 2 shows that the strict sorting equilibrium is not stable when k = 0. Part 3 proves the existence of a stable strict sorting equilibrium when k > 0.
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By the model’s symmetry, if an entrant market-maker has a profitable contract, he has a profitable contract in which he sells. Denote this contract by (A, τ A ), where A is an ask price and τ A is an execution delay. Because the entrant observes neither v nor the order flow, no generality is lost by assuming that A and τ A are both deterministic. Some contracts in the entrant’s menu may play the auxiliary role of luring some unprofitable traders away from selecting (A, τ A ). Parts 1 and 3 justify neglecting these auxiliary contracts by showing that the entrant cannot profit even if he can directly prevent traders from selecting (A, τ A ). Part 2 justifies neglecting these auxiliary contracts by showing that the entrant can profit even without them. Part 1 Consider the sorting equilibrium of Theorem 1. An informed trader, who knows v, buys from the entrant only if e−r τ A (v − A) > k, which requires A < v, in which case the entrant loses money. An uninformed trader with private valuation u t buys from the entrant only if e−r τ A (γ + u t − A) − |u t | > k, which requires A < γ + u t − |u t | − k, which in turn requires A < γ , in which case, the entrant loses money. Hence, the entrant cannot profit from selling to any trader; the sorting equilibrium is stable. Part 2 Consider the strict sorting equilibrium of Theorem 3 when k = 0. There exists an A such that for any τ A , some uninformed traders buy from the entrant, and the entrant profits. Indeed, pick any δ  ∈ (0, δ) and set A = γ + δ  , where δ > 0 characterizes the set of uninformed traders excluded from the dark market (as described in Definition 3 and  the proof of Theorem 3). Any uninformed trader with a private valuation u t ∈ δ  , δ cannot profit from a trade with the incumbent, but gains a positive amount   e−r τ A (γ + u t − A) = e−r τ A u t − δ  if he buys from the entrant. Fix a A = γ + δ  for an arbitrary δ  ∈ (0, δ). No informed trader will buy from the entrant if e−r τ A (v − A) − Δ < 0, where Δ > 0 is the informed trader’s payoff in the strict sorting equilibrium of the dark market. Hence, there exists a sufficiently large τ A such that any informed trader refuses to buy from the entrant. At the chosen (A, τ A ) then, the entrant trades only with the uninformed, and profits δ  from each sale. Hence, the strict sorting equilibrium is not stable when k = 0. Part 3 Suppose that k > 0. To construct a strict sorting equilibrium in which no trader trades with the entrant, pick any markup δ ∈ (0, k), which can be arbitrarily small, to approximate efficiency. Take the corresponding Δ that solves (12), so that the incumbent market-maker breaks even. It will be shown that the entrant has no profitable contract. An informed trader buys from the entrant only if e−r τ A (v − A) > k, implying A < v and losses for the entrant.
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An uninformed trader with private valuation u t buys from the entrant only if e−r τ A (γ + u t − A) − max {0, |u t | − δ} > k.



(15)



It will be shown that if A > γ , which is necessary for the entrant to profit from the transaction, then no uninformed trader buys from the entrant. Indeed, e−r τ A (γ + u t − A) − max {0, |u t | − δ} − k ≤ γ + u t − A − max {0, |u t | − δ} − k ≤ γ − A + u t − |u t | + δ − k ≤ γ − A + δ − k < 0, where the first inequality assumes that γ + u t − A > 0 (or else (15) is violated immediately), the second inequality uses max {0, |u t | − δ} ≥ |u t |−δ, the third equality uses u t − |u t | ≤ 0, and the last inequality uses A > γ and k > δ, implying that (15) is violated. Thus, with any trader, the entrant can trade only at a loss; the constructed strict sorting equilibrium is stable. 



Intuitively, the sorting equilibrium is stable because its outcome is efficient and because the incumbent market-maker breaks even in expectation on each transaction. There is no inefficiency that the entrant can arbitrage. Nor can the entrant lure traders way from the incumbent market-maker by accepting a lower profit than the incumbent demands, because the incumbent’s expected profit from each transaction is zero. By contrast, the strict sorting equilibrium is not stable. In this equilibrium, the incumbent marks up (relative to the expected value of v) the trades with the uninformed to subsidize the trades with the informed, who, by assumption, require strict incentives to submit the orders intended for them. The incumbent’s markups introduce inefficiency by excluding some uninformed traders. The entrant exploits this inefficiency by lowering the markup to appeal to some of the excluded uninformed while delaying their trades so that no informed trader prefers waiting for these trades to trading immediately with the incumbent. If a trader’s defection to the entrant is even slightly costly, one can construct a strict sorting equilibrium in which the incumbent’s markups are arbitrarily small, so that no excluded uninformed trader wishes to defect. When markups are small, each excluded uninformed trader’s private valuation is also small and does not exceed the defection cost. 7 Discussion The analyzed dark markets admit two immediate extensions. The first one is motivated by the observation that regulators sometimes require dark markets to report past trades with a delay. For instance, in OTC markets for corporate bonds, past trades are reported within minutes through the Trade Reporting and Compliance Engine (Bessembinder and Maxwell 2008). This paper’s results are unaltered if past trades are reported with a delay. The only required modification to the analysis is that the “past order flow” be
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interpreted as the orders submitted since the market-maker’s last announcement, not since the beginning of trading. The second immediate extension is motivated by the observation that a trader may be willing to bring forward his trade to preempt others who intend to trade on the same side of the market.11 One can reinterpret the model as already incorporating this preemption motive. Preemption is captured in reduced form by the parameter r , which can be interpreted as the sum of two components: the Poisson intensity with which all trading opportunities vanish and the Poisson intensity with which a competitor “self” arrives. Then, a newly arrived trader represents a sequence of selves, beginning with self 1. Unless self 1 trades, it is replaced with the identical self 2, which in turn, is replaced with the identical self 3, and so on. Every self is selfish in that it prefers to be the one that trades, thereby preempting its successor competitor-selves from trading. From the efficiency perspective, the identity of the trading self is irrelevant and, as before, all trades must be consummated as each trader arrives. The new interpretation affects neither the structure of the dark markets nor the traders’ equilibrium behavior in these markets. The model’s assumptions that are critical for the irrelevance of preemption are that uninformed traders arrive with an exogenous intensity, and that trading opportunities are not scarce. For instance, preemption would matter if it were modeled as informed traders’ ability to increase their arrival intensity at the expense of uninformed traders’ arrival intensity. Preemption would also matter if informed traders precluded some efficient trades by widening the bid-ask spread faced by the uninformed. The latter scenario does not occur in the efficient dark market of Sect. 3, in which the bid-ask spread can be kept at zero regardless of the informed traders’ arrival intensity. The assumption that the market-maker can commit to a mechanism is substantive if one imagines the market-maker as a player concerned with profit, not a disinterested mediator hired to promote efficiency. Because in the dark market, the market-maker must stochastically generate prices, some of which benefit him more than others, he has the incentive to cheat by systematically choosing the prices that benefit him most. Such cheating can be policed in a dark market modified to publicize trades, but with a delay rather than immediately. The empirical probability distribution of the publicized prices can be compared to the equilibrium distribution of prices by using a discretedistribution analogue of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for equality of distributions.12 Finally, one can ask whether the dark market remains efficient if a trader can incur a cost to arrive sooner. To address this question, extend the model by assuming that it costs each trader amount c (λ) to arrive with a Poisson intensity λ, where c is an increasing and continuous function, λ ∈ λ, λ¯ , and 0 < λ < λ¯ < ∞. Each trader chooses his λ before he observes the common (if he is informed) or his private (if he is uninformed) valuation component. In this extension, at a symmetric Nash equilibrium of the intensity-choosing game, the dark market of Sect. 3 remains efficient. Indeed, in this dark market, each trader’s expected payoff equals his expected contribution 11 Wilson (1987) is one of the first to discuss such preemption. Biais et al. (2013) study preemption in a model of high-frequency trading. 12 In particular, the relevant test can be constructed by applying the rate of convergence derived by Massart



(1990) to the Glivenko–Cantelli theorem (Escobar and Toikka 2013, Lemma B.1).
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to the total surplus.13 Hence, by maximizing his expected payoff, each trader also maximizes the total surplus by choosing the efficient intensity.14 By contrast, the dark market with betting on the order flow (described in Sect. 5) divorces each trader’s expected payoff from his contribution to the total surplus, thereby divorcing the social and private returns from investing into arrival intensities. In particular, an uninformed trader’s expected payoff, E [max {0, |u t | − δ}], is less than his expected contribution to the total surplus, E [|u t |]. An informed trader’s expected payoff, Δ, exceeds his contribution, 0. Hence, each uninformed trader chooses a weakly inefficiently low λ, whereas each informed trader chooses a weakly inefficiently high λ. Thus, in the dark market with betting on the order flow, the inefficient exclusion of uninformed traders by markups can be both compounded and exacerbated by the traders’ inefficient choice of arrival intensities. Acknowledgments This paper has benefited from the suggestions of Hari Govindan, Boyan Jovanovic, Arina Nikandrova, Colin Rowat, Andrzej Skrzypacz, Robert Wilson, and audiences at Birkbeck, Rochester, Stanford, UCLA, and the Annual General Meeting of the Royal Economic Society in 2013. The detailed feedback from the editor and the two anonymous referees has greatly improved the paper’s substance and exposition.
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∞ 0



λe−λt Pr {T > t} Π dt − c (λ) =



λ Π − c (λ) , λ+r



where Π = 0 for an informed trader and Π = E [|u t |] for an uninformed one. 14 An analogy with a Vickrey mechanism is again appropriate.
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